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FOREWORD

Realizing that RAC's only tangible products are technical papers and that the present manual methods of draft and document production are impediments to the swift preparation of a large technical document, the author designed and implemented the computer-assisted system herein described.

The system design embodies a number of brand-new ideas—ideas not contained within any other known system, program, or device whose purpose is to compose or typeset documents. These innovations include free-form keypunching, the concept of the voided area, and the freely commingled English-like editing instructions and text.

As a result the keypunching of a draft is actually easier than either typing (onto paper) or traditional keypunching (into cards). Corrections (i.e., changes, insertions, deletions, and rearranging) of a draft are made at the key punch; there is no need to count pages, lines, words, or characters and then to keypunch these counts into special change-instruction cards that must later be processed and interpreted by the computer.

The system, considered to be a working prototype, is now undergoing an extensive operational test and development. It has, for example, produced the body of this very technical paper. Soon the system will be expanded to include new capabilities, some of them described in this paper.

Nicholas M. Smith
Chief, Advanced Research Division
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A NEW SYSTEM HAS BEEN DESIGNED BY THE AUTHOR IN WHICH MUCH OF REPETITIVE WORK ASSOCIATED WITH PREPARING THE FINAL DRAFT OF A TECHNICAL DOCUMENT HAS BEEN ELIMINATED. IT IS FELT THAT MUCH OF THE FIRST DRAFT OF A DOCUMENT SURVIVES THE VARIOUS RETYPING OF SUBSEQUENT DRAFTS RIGHT THROUGH TO THE FINAL DOCUMENT. CHANGES ARE MADE HERE AND THERE, PORTIONS ARE ADDED AND DELETED. IF ONLY THE 'GOOD' PORTIONS COULD BE RETAINED WHILE ADDING AND DELETING, THE PROCESS OF OBTAINING THE FINAL DOCUMENT (OR, AT LEAST, FINAL DRAFT) WOULD BE ENORMOUSLY SNEEDED UP. THIS IS EXACTLY WHAT HAS BEEN DESIGNED INTO THE SYSTEM WHICH THIS DOCUMENT DESCRIBES. THE SYSTEM IS LARGELY 'MANUAL', WITH A (1401) COMPUTER RUN REQUIRED ONLY OCCASIONALLY IN THE PROCEDURE.

KEYPUNCHING YOUR DOCUMENT

-------------------------------

INSTEAD OF UTILIZING A MANUAL OR ELECTRIC TYPewriter FOR THE TRANSCRIPTION OF THE FIRST DRAFT, WE USE A KEY PUNCH. ONE NORMALY THINKS OF KEYPUNCHING INVOLVING VARIOUS CARD FIELDS, WITH THE DATA BEING CAREFULLY ENTERED INTO THE PROPER PARTS OF THE CARD. NOT SO WITH THIS SYSTEM. THE TYPIST (OR KEYPUNCH OPERATOR) TAKES NO NOTICE OF CARD FIELDS AT ALL, SHE IGNORES THE END OF A CARD. THE FIRST COLUMN OF A CARD FOLLOWS IMMEDIATELY THE LAST COLUMN OF THE PRECEDING CARD. FURTHERMORE, SHE IGNORES ANY 'ACCIDENTAL' RETURNING-OF-THE-CARRIAGE OR GOING-TO-A-NEW-PAGE WHOSE OCCURRENCE DEPENDS ON THE SIZE OF THE PAPER AT HAND, THE PARTICULAR MARGIN STOPS CHOSEN, ETC. SIGNIFICANTLY, WE NOTE THAT THE PLACES WHERE LINES AND PAGES TERMINATE ON THIS CRAFT WILL BE QUITE DIFFERENT ON FUTURE DRAFTS DUE TO INSERTIONS AND DELETIONS.
(9 TO DECIDING THAT WE WOULD LIKE DIFFERENT MARGIN SETTINGS. WHAT IS KEYPUNCHED IS 'TEXT' AND 'EDITING INSTRUCTIONS'. THE TEXT IS THE MATERIAL WHICH IS TO APPEAR ON THE PRINTED PAGE. THE EDITING INSTRUCTIONS CORRESPOND IN PART TO THE USUAL NON-PRINTING TYPEWRITER KEYS SUCH AS RETURNING THE CARRIAGE, TABBING TO THE NEXT STOP, ETC. ALSO INCLUDED IN THE EDITING INSTRUCTIONS ARE INDICATIONS AS TO WHAT THE TAB STOPS ARE, HOW WIDE A LINE ON A PAGE SHOULD BE, HOW LONG A PAGE SHOULD BE, THE FACT THAT A NEW PAGE IS DESIRED NO MATTER WHERE ON THE PAGE WE ARE, THAT SOME LINES ARE TO BE SKIPPED, PLUS TWO SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS TO ALLOW FOR INSERTION AND DELETION IN THE MIDDLE OF A CARD. A 1401 COMPUTER PROGRAM, KNOWN AS 'THE DOCUMENT MACHINE', READS, AS DATA, THE DECK OF CARDS CONTAINING THE COMMINGLED TEXT AND EDITING INSTRUCTIONS. IT PRINTS THE TEXT ACCORDING TO BOTH THE EDITING INSTRUCTIONS AND ITS OWN LOGIC. THAT LOGIC INCLUDES AUTOMATICALLY TERMINATING LINES AND PAGES. WHEN A LINE IS AUTOMATICALLY TERMINATED A 'WORD' IS NOT SPLIT. A 'WORD' IS DEFINED TO BE A CONTIGUOUS SET OF NON-SPACE CHARACTERS. WHENEVER A WORD TO BE ADDED TO THE PRINT LINE WOULD EXCEED THE ALLOWABLE (MAXIMUM) LINE SIZE, AUTOMATIC SEGMENTATION OF THE LINE OCCURS. SPACES KEYPUNCHED TO THE RIGHT OF THE LAST WORD APPPEARING ON AN AUTOMATICALLY TERMINATED LINE ARE DISCARDED. WHENEVER A LINE TO BE ADDED TO THE PAGE WOULD EXCEED THE ALLOWABLE (MAXIMUM) PAGE SIZE, AUTOMATIC SEGMENTATION OF THE PAGE OCCURS.

THE EDITING INSTRUCTIONS

---------------------

LET US EXAMINE THE FOURTEEN EDITING INSTRUCTIONS.

*TAB=E*
*SKIP=S*
*PARA=
*NEW>PAGE=
*SEI=EO52=
*LEFT=MARGIN=
*RIGHT=MARGIN=
*PAGE=SIZE=O38=
*SPE=
*START=PARA=G=
*PUNCH=A=
*END=DOC=
*VIC=
*OK=
There are exactly twenty-six 'symbolic' (or variable) tabulating stops, 'A', 'B', ..., 'Z'. An instruction such as '*TAB=D*' tells the processing 1401 program to tab to D. Since each of the tab stops has been assigned a position on the print line, tabbing to (say) D means moving over to that print position currently assigned to D. Any misspelling of the tab instruction, e.g., '*TAB=5*', is simply not a tab instruction but is text. (The same is true for any misspelled instruction.) When the processing program encounters a skip-some-lines instruction such as '*SKIP=0*' it ends and prints the current line skipping down as many as told to (from 0 to 9 only). The new line starts at the tab stop specified by the most recently executed start-paragraph instruction. '*NEWPAGE*' ends both the current line and page, starting the next line on the next page at the left margin tab stop. The tab stops are set (as many times as one wants) by means of the set instruction. They may be set to any print position between 001 and 131 inclusive. The point at which a line is automatically terminated may be set by the right-margin instruction. Similarly, the point at which a new line starts may be set by the left-margin instruction. Thus the margins may be set to any of the twenty-six tab stops, from A to Z. The page-size instruction sets the maximum allowable number of lines per page (excluding page headings and classification). We handle any characters which are not available on the printer by means of the special instruction, '*SPEC*'. The processing program replaces this instruction by a space but does not consider it a space for the purpose of dividing words. In addition, after the entire document is printed a 'REMINDEr*' list is printed. This list contains the line number, page number and the number of special occurrences on that line. Thus you have a check list to be used when filling in those special characters. The punch instruction causes a portion of the current print line to be punched into a card. The '*ENDDOC*' instruction is to be used once and ends the document. The remaining two instructions, '*VOID*' and '*OK*', are used for making corrections at a later time.

Any time '*VOID*' is encountered by the processing program, it neither prints it nor anything else encountered until the '*OK*' instruction is encountered. The '*OK*' instruction is the only one recognized inside a void area and is not recognized outside (except as text). The combination of these two instructions allows for insertion and deletion of text or instructions without repunching subsequent cards.

The fourteen editing instructions were chosen in order that they might be easily recognized by humans, not be likely to appear
IN MOST DOCUMENTS AND BE SHORT ENOUGH TO KEYPUNCH READILY. IT IS
FELT THAT MOST DOCUMENTS CAN BE HANDLED WITH A COMBINATION OF TEXT
AND EDITING INSTRUCTIONS. SEE APPENDIX B BELOW FOR DETAILED
DESCRIPTIONS OF THE EDITING INSTRUCTIONS. THIS VERY DOCUMENT YOU
ARE READING WAS PREPARED BY MEANS OF THE SYSTEM IT DESCRIBES.

THERE SHOULD BE NO CONFUSION ABOUT EXACTLY WHICH STRINGS
CONSTITUTE EDITING INSTRUCTIONS AND WHICH DO NOT. THE SCAN
PROCEEDS FROM LEFT TO RIGHT. HENCE, THE INTERPRETATION OF STRINGS
AS EDITING INSTRUCTIONS, LOGICALLY SPEAKING, IS LEFT-ASSOCIATIVE.
WHETHER A STRING THAT LOOKS LIKE AN EDITING INSTRUCTION IS THAT
EDITING INSTRUCTION DEPENDS UPON CONTEXT, E.G., AN OCCURRENCE OF
"*PARA*" MAY BE A SUBSTRING OF AN OCCURRENCE OF "*START*PARA*J*".
The string
*NEW*PAGE*NEW*PAGE*NEW*PAGE*
SHOULD PRODUCE A NEW PAGE WITH

NEW*PAGE
AS THE ONLY TEXT IN THE BODY OF THAT PAGE (I.E., ASSUMING NOTHING
OF CONSEQUENCE TO THE LEFT OF THE STRING IN QUESTION). ONCE YOU
SEE THE LEFT-ASSOCIATIVE RULE, AMBIGUITIES ARE CLEARED UP.
FURTHERMORE, THERE IS NO NEED TO GO CLEAR BACK TO THE BEGINNING OF
THE DOCUMENT DECK. ONE MUST LOOK, AT MOST, TWENTY CHARACTERS TO
THE LEFT OF THE STRING IN QUESTION.

THE SYSTEM IN USE
***************

LET US EXAMINE A DETAILED EXAMPLE OF HOW THIS SYSTEM WAS USED
TO PREPARE ITS OWN DOCUMENTATION. WE SEE BELOW IN FIGURE 1, THE
DOUBLE-SPACED VERRATIM LISTING OF THE FIRST TWELVE CARDS TYPED
(I.E., KEYPUNCHED) FOR THIS DOCUMENT. (NOTE THAT ONLY SEVENTY-TWO
COLUMNS ARE USED. COLUMNS 73 - 80 ARE RESERVED FOR IDENTIFICATION
AND SEQUENCING TO BE ADDED AUTOMATICALLY LATER.)
A new system has been designed by the author in which much of repetitive work associated with preparing the final draft of a technical document has been eliminated. It is felt that much of the first draft of a document survives the various retyping of subsequent drafts right through to the final document. Changes are made here and there, portions are added and deleted. If only the 'good' portions could be retained while adding and deleting, the process of obtaining the final document (or, at least, final draft) would be enormously speeded up. This is exactly what has been designed into the system which this document describes. The system is largely 'manual', with a (1401) computer run required only occasionally as the final step in the procedure.

FIGURE 1

Double-spaced verbatim listing of the first twelve cards (with errors) punched to produce this document.
AUTOMATED DOCUMENTATION

A new system has been designed by the author in which much of repetitive work associated with preparing the final draft of a technical document has been eliminated. It is felt that much of the first draft of a document survives the various retyping of subsequent drafts right through to the final document. Changes are made here and there, portions are added and deleted. If only the 'good' portions could be retained while adding and deleting, the process of obtaining the final document (or, at least, final draft) would be enormously speeded up. This is exactly what has been designed into the system which this document describes. The system is largely 'manual', with a (1401) computer run required only occasionally as the final step in the procedure.

Instead of utilizing a manual or electric typewriter...

FIGURE 2
LISTING PRODUCED USING CARDS SHOWN IN FIGURE 1.
A new system has been designed by the author in which much of repetitive work associated with preparing the final draft of a technical document has been eliminated. It is felt that much of the first draft of a document survives the various retyping of subsequent drafts right through to the final document. Changes are made here and there, portions are added and deleted. If only the 'good' portions could be retained while adding and deleting, the process of obtaining the final document (or, at least, final draft) would be enormously speeded up. This is exactly what has been designed into the system which this document describes. The system is largely 'manual', with a (1401) computer run required only occasionally in the procedure.

Figure 3

Double-spaced verbatim listing of new deck resulting from correcting cards of Figure 1.
THE BREAKPOINT TECHNIQUE

WE HAVE SEEN HOW TO INSERT SEVERAL CHARACTERS BETWEEN ADJACENT COLUMNS. THE SAME TECHNIQUE IS USED FOR INSERTING SEVERAL WORDS. HOWEVER, IT IS A FREQUENT OCCURRENCE IN THE BUILDING OF A DOCUMENT THAT SEVERAL SENTENCES ARE TO BE INSERTED. THEN A DIFFERENT PROCEDURE MAY BE FOLLOWED. LET US SUPPOSE THAT WE HAVE ALREADY WRITTEN AND KEYPUNCHED THE MATERIAL SHOWN IN FIGURE 4. THE CARDS THAT PRODUCE THIS MATERIAL ARE SHOWN IN FIGURE 5. WE ASSUME THAT WE ARE SATISFIED WITH THE PARTS THAT CURRENTLY EXIST BUT WISH TO MODIFY IT BY MAKING THREE INSERTIONS. FIGURE 6 SHOWS HOW WE MIGHT MARK THE DRAFT SHOWING WHAT THE INSERTIONS ARE AND WHERE THEY GO.

NOW WE CONSIDER THE PROBLEM OF HOW TO CO...

FIGURE 4
AN EXAMPLE OF A PORTION OF AN EARLY DRAFT.
**Para** The time will come when the sailing canoe is blown over for one reason or another. The immediate problem is to right the canoe and bail the water out. The first thing to do is to lower the sail. You must be prepared by having an inflated inner tube in the canoe. After lowering the sail, the inflated inner tube is forced beneath the underwater side of the canoe, amidships. The canoe will slowly rise, and, at the same time, the water within will run out. Finally the canoe can be flipped off in an upright position. **Para** Now we consider the problem of how to co

**Figure 5**

Double-spaced verbatim listing of the cards that produce the draft shown in Figure 4.
The time will come when the sailing canoe is blown over for one reason or another. The immediate problem is to right the canoe and bail the water out. The first thing to do is to lower the sail. You must be prepared by having an inflated inner tube in the canoe. After lowering the sail, the inflated inner tube is forced beneath the underwater side of the canoe, amidships. The canoe will slowly rise, and, at the same time, the water within will run out. Finally the canoe can be flipped off in an upright position.

Now we consider the problem of how to go...

Then after swimming around to the other side (the side away from the wind), the canoe may be righted by standing on the lower leeward while pulling on the mast. An alternate procedure is possible and has been noted to recommend it.

The draft marked for insertions.

Figure 6
The time will come when the sailing canoe is blown over for one reason or another. The immediate problem is to right the canoe and bail the water out. The first thing to do is to lower the sail. You must be prepared by having an inflated inner tube in the canoe. After lowering the sail, the inflated inner tube is forced beneath the underwater side of the canoe, amidships. The canoe will slowly rise, and, at the same time, the water within will run out. Finally the canoe can be flipped off in an upright position.

Now we consider the problem of how to code.

**Figure 7**

Double-spaced verbatim listing of the document deck 'broken' at the points where the insertions are desired.
WE NOW TYPE THE INSERTIONS MAKING SURE THAT EACH STARTS A CARD IN COLUMN 1 AND, UNLESS IT FINISHES EXACTLY ON COLUMN 72 OF SOME CARD, ENDS WITH A VOIRED AREA THROUGH COLUMN 72. EACH INSERTION CAN BE PRECEDED BY A CARD WHICH DOES SOME VERTICAL SPACING AND TELLS WHAT INSERTION NUMBER FOLLOWS. SEE FIGURE 8 FOR THE VERBATIM LISTING OF THE THREE INSERTIONS AND FIGURE 9 FOR THE RESULTANT PRINTED DOCUMENT WHICH CONSISTS OF ONLY THE INSERTIONS.
THE OCCUPANT(S) WILL HAVE FALLEN IN THE WATER AND
THEN, AFTER SWIMMING AROUND TO THE OTHER SIDE (THE SIDE AWAY FROM THE HAST), THE CANOE MAY BE RIGHTED BY STANDING ON THE LOWER LEEBOARD WHILE PULLING ON THE MAST. THEN THE ARDUOUS TASK OF BAILING COMMENCES. AN ALTERNATE PROCEDURE IS POSSIBLE AND HAS MUCH TO RECOMMEND IT.

WILL BE HIGH AND DRY ON TOP OF THE INNER TUBE WHEREUPON IT

FIGURE 8
DOUBLE-SPACED VERBATIM LISTING OF THE THREE SETS OF INSERTION CARDS.
INSERT 1

THE OCCUPANT(S) WILL HAVE FALLEN IN THE WATER AND

INSERT 2

THEN, AFTER SWIMMING AROUND TO THE OTHER SIDE (THE SIDE AWAY FROM THE MAST), THE CANOE MAY BE RIGHTED BY STANDING ON THE LOWER LEEBOARD WHILE PULLING ON THE MAST. THEN THE ARDUOUS TASK OF BAILING COMMENCES. AN ALTERNATE PROCEDURE IS POSSIBLE AND HAS MUCH TO RECOMMEND IT.

INSERT 3

WILL BE HIGH AND DRY ON TOP OF THE INNER TUBE WHEREUPON IT

FIGURE 9

THE DOCUMENT PRODUCED BY FEEDING THE CARDS OF FIGURE 8 TO THE DOCUMENT MACHINE PROGRAM.
THE IDEA OF RUNNING THE INSERTIONS SEPARATELY AT FIRST IS TO BE ABLE TO PROOFREAD ONLY THE INSERTIONS. ONCE THEY HAVE BEEN CORRECTED (IF NECESSARY) EACH MAY BE DROPPED IN THE PLACE PREPARED FOR IT IN THE DOCUMENT DECK. WE SEE IN FIGURE 10 THE DOCUMENT DECK AFTER THE THREE INSERTIONS HAVE BEEN PUT IN, AND IN FIGURE 11, WE SEE THE DOCUMENT PRODUCED USING THE FIGURE 10 CARDS AS INPUT TO THE DOCUMENT MACHINE PROGRAM. (OF COURSE, THE CARDS WITH THE IDENTIFYING INSERTION NUMBER ARE DISCARDED.)
The time will come when the sailing canoe is blown over for one reason or another. The occupant(s) will have fallen in the water and the immediate problem is to right the canoe and bail the water out. The first thing to do is to lower the sail. Then, after swimming around to the other side (the side away from the mast), the canoe may be righted by standing on the lower leeboard while pulling on the mast. The arduous task of bailing commences. An alternate procedure is possible and has much to recommend it. You must be prepared by having an inflated inner tube in the canoe. After lowering the sail, the inflated inner tube is forced beneath the underwater side of the canoe, amidships. The canoe will slowly rise, and at the same time, the water within will run out. Finally the canoe will be high and dry on top of the inner tube whereupon it can be flipped off in an upright position.

Figure 10
Double-spaced verbatim listing of the "broken" document deck with the insertions in place.
THE TIME WILL COME WHEN THE SAILING CANOE IS BLOWN OVER FOR ONE REASON OR ANOTHER. THE OCCUPANT(S) WILL HAVE FALLEN IN THE WATER AND THE IMMEDIATE PROBLEM IS TO RIGHT THE CANOE AND BAIL THE WATER OUT. THE FIRST THING TO DO IS TO LOWER THE SAIL. THEN, AFTER SWIMMING AROUND TO THE OTHER SIDE (THE SIDE AWAY FROM THE MAST), THE CANOE MAY BE RIGHTED BY STANDING ON THE LOWER LEEBOARD WHILE PULLING ON THE MAST. THEN THE ARDUOUS TASK OF BAILING COMMENCES. AN ALTERNATE PROCEDURE IS POSSIBLE AND HAS MUCH TO RECOMMEND IT. YOU MUST BE PREPARED BY HAVING AN INFLATED INNER TUBE IN THE CANOE. AFTER LOWERING THE SAIL, THE INFLATED INNER TUBE IS FORCED BENEATH THE UNDERWATER SIDE OF THE CANOE; AMIDSHIPS, THE CANOE WILL SLOWLY RISE, AND, AT THE SAME TIME, THE WATER WITHIN WILL RUN OUT. FINALLY THE CANOE WILL BE HIGH AND DRY ON TOP OF THE INNER TUBE WHEREUPON IT CAN BE FLIPPED OFF IN AN UPRIGHT POSITION.

NOW WE CONSIDER THE PROBLEM OF HOW TO CO...

FIGURE 11
THE NEW DRAFT (WITH THE THREE INSERTIONS) PRODUCED BY CARDS OF FIGURE 10.
YOU WILL NOTE UPON CAREFUL EXAMINATION OF FIGURE 11 THAT THERE ARE THREE SPACES BETWEEN THE SECOND INSERT AND THE NEXT SENTENCE, I.E., BETWEEN THE TERMINAL CHARACTER OF 'TO RECOMMEND IT.' AND THE INITIAL CHARACTER OF 'YOU MUST BE'. HOWEVER, WE SEE IN FIGURE 10 (ON THE NINTH CARD) THAT THERE ARE TWO SPACES BETWEEN 'TO RECOMMEND IT.' AND THE VOID INSTRUCTION AND (ON THE TENTH CARD) THERE ARE NO SPACES BETWEEN THE OK INSTRUCTION AND 'YOU MUST BE'. WHY THEN DID THE DOCUMENT MACHINE PROGRAM PUT IN THE EXTRA SPACE? THIS SITUATION WAS POINTED OUT TO ME BY ONE OF THE REVIEWERS OF AN EARLIER VERSION OF THIS DOCUMENT (A VERSION THAT DID NOT CONTAIN THE PARAGRAPH YOU ARE NOW READING). DESPITE APPEARANCES TO THE CONTRARY, THE DOCUMENT MACHINE PROGRAM MADE NO MISTAKE. THE ERROR WAS MADE BY THE AUTHOR IN KEYPUNCHING AND SHOWS UP MOST CLEARLY IN FIGURE 8. I LEAVE IT AS AN EXERCISE FOR THE READER TO FIND THE EXTRA SPACE.

THE SQUEEZE PROGRAM

IT CAN BE EASILY SEEN THAT AFTER SEVERAL ITERATIONS OF CORRECTING THE CARD DECK THAT CONSTITUTES OUR RAW DOCUMENT, THAT DECK MAY ACQUIRE QUITE A FEW VOIRED AREAS. EACH TIME THE DOCUMENT MACHINE PROGRAM READS THE DECK TO PRODUCE THE LATEST DRAFT, IT MUST SCAN THROUGH THESE VOIRED AREAS, SOMewhat INCREASING ITS RUNNING TIME. FURTHERMORE, IF AN ORIGINAL CARD HAS BEEN BROKEN UP INTO SEVERAL PIECES BECAUSE OF SEPARATELY MADE CHANGES, IT IS MORE DIFFICULT FOR HUMANS TO READ THIS MATERIAL SHOULD THERE HAVE TO BE FURTHER CHANGES IN THE VICINITY. ALSO WE WOULD LIKE TO MINIMIZE PHYSICAL STORAGE REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DOCUMENT DECKS AND (LATER ON) FOR THE MAGNETIC TAPES STORING THE DOCUMENTS. HENCE, EVERY SO OFTEN WE WOULD LIKE A NEW DOCUMENT DECK WITH THE VOIRED AREAS SQUEEZED OUT. A SECOND (1401) PROGRAM IS INCLUDED IN THE AUTOMATED DOCUMENTATION SYSTEM WHICH DOES THIS. THIS PROGRAM, CALLED 'SQUEEZE', COPIES THE DOCUMENT DECK, SQUEEZING OUT THE VOIRED AREAS. IN ADDITION, THE NEW DECK IS PUNCHED IN COLUMNS 73-75 WITH AN IDENTIFYING SET OF THREE CHARACTERS AND SEQUENTIALLY NUMBERED IN COLUMNS 76-80. THE THREE CHARACTERS ALLOW US TO IDENTIFY OR MARK DECKS OR PORTIONS OF DECKS. THE SEQUENTIAL NUMBERING ALLOWS US TO SORT ANY ACCIDENTALLY DROPPED DECKS.

THERE IS A NEW INSTRUCTION
WHICH IS RECOGNIZED BY THE SQUEEZE PROGRAM. (HOWEVER, THIS SAME STRING IS NOT RECOGNIZED AS AN INSTRUCTION BY THE DOCUMENT MACHINE BUT IS PRINTED AS TEXT.) UPON ENCOUNTERING THIS INSTRUCTION, THE SQUEEZE PROGRAM TERMINATES THE CARD IT IS THEN PUNCHING WITH A VOIDED AREA. THE MATERIAL FOLLOWING THIS INSTRUCTION, THEREFORE, STARTS A NEW CARD. THE INSTRUCTION ITSELF IS NOT COPIED. THUS, 'BREAKPOINTS' IN THE NEWLY PUNCHING DOCUMENT DECK MAY BE CREATED.

ONE OF THE USES OF THIS NEW INSTRUCTION IS TO MAINTAIN BREAKPOINTS WHILE REMOVING ALL OTHER VOIDED AREAS. THIS MAY BE ACCOMPLISHED, E.G., BY INSERTING A CARD CONTAINING THE END-SECTION INSTRUCTION ONLY (THE REST IS VOIDED) AT EACH EXISTING BREAKPOINT IN THE DECK TO BE SQUEEZED. IF IT IS DESIRABLE TO HAVE THE SQUEEZE PROGRAM PUNCH AN END-SECTION INSTRUCTION IN THE NEW DECK (ASSUMING YOU EXPECT ANOTHER SET OF CORRECTIONS BEFORE THE DOCUMENT IS FINAL) PLACE THE STRING

*END*SECTION*

IN THE CARD WITH THE END-SECTION INSTRUCTION. WHEN THE VOIDED AREA IS SQUEEZED OUT, AN END-SECTION INSTRUCTION REMAINS TO BE PUNCHED IN THE COMPRESSED DECK. SQUEEZE RECOGNIZES (AND DOES NOT COPY) VOIDED AREAS AS WELL AS THE '*END*SEC*' EDITING INSTRUCTION. THIS LATTER TERMINATES THE PROGRAM. ANY OTHER EDITING INSTRUCTIONS ARE COPIED AS TEXT BY THE SQUEEZE PROGRAM. THE DECK SHOWN IN FIGURE 10 HAS VOIDED AREAS AS A RESULT OF THE CORRECTION PROCEDURES APPLIED. WHEN THESE CARDS ARE FED TO THE SQUEEZE PROGRAM, THEY ARE REPUNCHED AS SHOWN IN FIGURE 12.

FIGURE 12

DOUBLE-SPACED VERBATIM LISTING OF SQUEEZED CARDS OF FIGURE 10.
(NOTE THAT THE IDENTIFICATION AND SEQUENCING, COLS 73-90, HAVE BEEN OMITTED FROM THE FIGURE).
OTHER TECHNIQUES

* * * * * * * *

Tabular material can be handled by a variety of methods. For tables that are not too complicated, i.e., not many columns, the typist can simply type the appropriate tab instruction before typing each entry. If the entries are to be right justified, e.g., numerals, the typist types zero or more spaces between the tab instruction and the entry. An occasional error in, say, the number of spaces can be easily corrected by the insertion (or analogous deletion) technique given elsewhere in this paper. Should the typing of the seven-character tab editing instruction prove fatiguing, the keypunch drum card can be used to great advantage. For material that will fit within the seventy-two columns of a single card, the drum card may be set up in fields to correspond to the tabular material. Then the skip key on the key punch is activated to go from field to field as is usually done in keypunching. A better drum card technique, originated as part of this automated documentation system, is to punch the tab editing instructions in the first card with just enough room between for the entries. Then, a drum card is used that automatically duplicates the tab instructions and stops for the typist to fill in the entries. If one line of the tabular material does not fit on a single card, it may be divided up into, say, two halves. The entire left half can be keypunched, then the entire right half. The two halves can be collated either manually or using the EAM collator.

When typing tabular material using tab editing instructions, we do not have to decide at the time of typing exactly where the columns are to be in the finished document. Since the tab stops are symbolic (or variable) we can print the material (using the document machine program) with some approximate tab settings. Then, if the columns are not spaced to our liking, we reset the tab stops by placing a few 'set' editing instructions at the beginning of the document deck. Thus, without retyping the complicated tabular material we can get the entire document reprinted with different spacing between columns.

Similarly for the margins, number-of-lines per page, etc, no need for the typist to do handstands at the keyboard. Any changes in, say, margin settings may be accomplished later by inserting the desired editing instructions at the places wanted in the document deck. The text may appear on one side of the page, say on the right, or on the other side, say on the left. It may be
IN SKINNY SMALL LINES OR AS WIDE AS EITHER THE PAPER OR THE PRINT LINE WILL ALLOW. ALL THIS WITHOUT THE TYPIST'S PUTTING IN CARTRIDGE RETURNS AT THE END OF ANY LINE.

WITHIN THE EAM FIELD ARE USED WHAT ARE KNOWN AS 'TUB CARDS'. THESE ARE PREPUNCHED CARDS 'PULLED' OR TAKEN FROM 'TUB FILES' AS NEEDED RATHER THAN KEYPUNCHED AT THAT TIME. THEY ARE USUALLY PREPARED BY GANG PUNCHING. SUCH A TECHNIQUE IS QUITE USEFUL IN THE PREPARATION OF DOCUMENTS USING MY SYSTEM. IT IS USEFUL FOR THOSE PARTS OF DOCUMENTS THAT ARE HIGHLY FORMATTED, THAT HAVE REPEATED HEADINGS OR SENTENCES. APPENDIX B OF THIS DOCUMENT IS AN EXAMPLE. MORE THAN HALF OF IT WAS PREPARED BY MEANS OF SUCH TUB CARDS. IN THE EAM APPLICATIONS, TUB CARDS ARE USUALLY SINGLE CARDS. HOWEVER, IN THE AUTOMATED DOCUMENT SYSTEM, THE REPEATED HEADING, SENTENCE OR WHATEVER MAY NOT FIT ON ONE CARD. RATHER, IT WILL BE ON A SET OF CARDS (ENDING, OF COURSE, WITH A VOIDED AREA). SINCE A SET OF TWO OR MORE CARDS CANNOT BE DIRECTLY GANG PUNCHED, THEY ARE MADE ON THE EAM REPRODUCER. AFTER KEY PUNCHING AND CAREFULLY CHECKING THE Prototype SET, THE CARDS CONSTITUTING THE SET ARE REPRODUCED. PUT THE OLD AND NEW DECKS TOGETHER AND REPRODUCE AGAIN. NOW YOU HAVE FOUR SETS. ONCE AGAIN AND YOU HAVE EIGHT. THEN SIXTEEN, THIRTY-TWO, ETC., DEPENDING ON HOW MANY SETS YOU NEED.

AUTOMATED PRODUCTION OF STATUS-DISPLAYING DOCUMENTS

BESIDES BEING USEFUL FOR THE CONVERGENT PROCESS OF PRODUCING LARGE TECHNICAL DRAFTS, THE EXISTING SYSTEM CAN BE USED TO PRODUCE REVISIONS OF THOSE STATUS-DISPLAYING DOCUMENTS THAT MUST BE REISSUED FROM TIME TO TIME. ONE EXAMPLE IS THE RAC PUBLICATION LIST, A DOCUMENT THAT LISTS ALL RAC DOCUMENTS. IT MUST BE REVISED, E.G., EVERY TIME A DOCUMENT'S CLASSIFICATION CHANGES. A SINGLE CHANGE ON A PAGE NECESSITATES THE ENTIRE PAGE, NOT JUST THE CHANGE, BEING RETYPED. THEN, OF COURSE, THE ENTIRE PAGE MUST BE PROOFREAD, THE LATTER REQUIRING TWO PEOPLE. HOWEVER, UNDER THE AUTOMATED SYSTEM, AS SOON AS THIS (OR ANY) DOCUMENT HAS BEEN KEYPUNCHED IT CAN BE CONTINUOUSLY MAINTAINED, READY FOR WHOLE OR PARTIAL REISSUE AT ANY TIME. SEE FIGURE 13 FOR A SAMPLE OF THE RAC PUBLICATION LIST PREPARED BY THIS SYSTEM. FIGURE 14 SHOWS THE CARDS. WE SEE FROM THIS EXAMPLE HOW THE LEFT-MARGIN EDITING
INSTRUCTION SETS THE POINT AT WHICH NEW PRINT LINES BEGIN. THE EXCEPTION ARISES WHEN WE TAB TO A POINT TO THE LEFT OF WHERE THE CURRENT LINE IS AT THE TIME OF TABBING. SUBSEQUENT TEXT IS PRINTED ON THE NEXT LINE STARTING AT THAT TAB STOP -- EVEN IF IT IS TO THE LEFT OF THE "LEFT MARGIN". HOWEVER, THOUGH NOT SHOWN IN THIS EXAMPLE, THE RIGHT MARGIN CANNOT BE VIOLATED. FOR TABBING TO A POINT TO THE RIGHT OF THE RIGHT MARGIN WILL CAUSE SUBSEQUENT TEXT TO GO ON THE NEXT LINE STARTING AT THE LEFT MARGIN. IT IS INTERESTING TO NOTE THAT, AT PRESENT, THE (EXTERNAL) RAC PUBLICATION LIST DOCUMENT IS ISSUED A YEAR-AND-A-HALF LATE. THERE IS NO ANALOGOUS RAC LIST FOR KEEPING TRACK OF DRAFTS. OF COURSE, OUR CUSTOMER, THE ARMY, HAS MANY SUCH DOCUMENTS THAT WOULD EASILY BE CONTINUOUSLY MAINTAINED UNDER THIS SYSTEM.
FIGURE 14

SINGLE-SPACED VERBATIM LISTING OF CARDS THAT PRODUCED FIGURE 13.
PUTTING A PROGRAM LISTING INTO THE DOCUMENT

Frequently a technical document describes a computer system. Part of the document -- sometimes a principal part, sometimes an appendix -- will contain a source program listing. The program may have been written in FORTRAN, COBOL or some assembly language. If the technical document is produced by means of the punched-card, EAM, small-computer system herein described, it is very easy to make the source program a part of the document. First make a deck of identical cards by gang punching (using the EAM reproducer). Each of the cards contains "*SKIP*0" and a voided area to fill it out. This deck is then interspersed with the source program deck so that each source program card is both preceded and followed by a skip editing instruction. When the resultant deck is processed by the document machine program, a single-spaced listing of the source program deck is produced. (Be sure to set the margins so as to make the print line wide enough.) If a double-spaced listing is desired, use "*SKIP*10" instead of "*SKIP*0", etc. The interspersed skip editing instructions have the effect of forcing each source program card to be listed on a separate print line. Otherwise, the document machine program would pay no attention to beginning and ending of data cards. We note that the source program deck being incorporated into the document is read from column 1 through column 72 only which agrees with the card formats used for such source languages as FORTRAN, COBOL, MAP, FAP, SAP, AUTOCODER and SPS.

CAUSING THE DOCUMENT TO PUNCH THE PROGRAM DECK

We saw above how to insert a program listing into a document. By means of the punch editing instruction we can do the inverse, i.e., make the document produce the source program deck ready for compiling or assembling. We may follow nearly the same procedure as we do for inserting the source program deck. Each card in the gang-punched deck that is interspersed with the program deck contains a punch editing instruction in addition to the skip editing instruction (with the rest voided). Thus each source program card is preceded by a punch and a skip editing instruction. The very last source program card should be followed by a skip card for a punch instruction here will make the next line of text also be punched. Copious comments may be

UNTIL THE ADVENT OF THIS AUTOMATED DOCUMENTATION SYSTEM, A PROGRAM AND ITS DOCUMENTATION WERE ENTIRELY DISTINCT WITH THE LATTER EITHER NOT EXISTING OR LAGGING BEHIND THE FORMER BY AS MUCH AS SEVERAL YEARS. NOW THE TWO CAN BE COMBINED. A CHANGE TO THE PROGRAM DECK, BESIDES BEING MUCH EASIER TO ACCOMPLISH THAN FORMERLY, NECESSARILY CHANGES THE DOCUMENTATION. FURTHERMORE, THE INCORPORATION OF EXISTING SOURCE PROGRAM DECKS INTO THE DOCUMENT DECK (AS DESCRIBED ABOVE) MAY BE REGARDED AS AN INTERIM PROCEDURE DURING CHANGEOVER TO THIS AUTOMATED DOCUMENTATION SYSTEM. IN MANY CASES IT WOULD BE MUCH MORE CONVENIENT TO PUNCH THE SOURCE PROGRAM IN THE SAME MANNER AS ANY DOCUMENT, I.E., WITHOUT REGARD TO CARD COLUMNS OR BEGINNING OR END OF CARDS USING TAB INSTRUCTIONS WHERE NECESSARY.
BY-PRODUCT APPLICATIONS

THERE ARE SOME RATHER INTERESTING APPLICATIONS THAT THE EXISTING SYSTEM MAKES POSSIBLE AS A BY-PRODUCT OF ITS USE. THESE APPLICATIONS BECOME POSSIBLE BECAUSE DOCUMENTS ARE SUDDENLY IN COMPUTER READABLE FORM WHEREAS THEY WOULD NOT BE OTHERWISE. FOR EXAMPLE, ONCE THE RAC PUBLICATION LIST IS ON CARDS IT WILL BE EASY TO WRITE A RETRIEVAL PROGRAM (TO OPERATE EITHER ON THE 7040 OR 1401) TO YIELD INFORMATION ABOUT OUR DOCUMENTS. TITLES, AUTHORS, DOCUMENT NUMBERS AND CLASSIFICATIONS WILL BE IDENTIFIABLE BECAUSE OF THE TAB INSTRUCTIONS THAT PUNCTUATE THEM. (SEE FIGURES 13 AND 14.) YOU COULD, E.G., ASK FOR A LIST OF ALL DOCUMENTS WITH THE PHRASE 'WAR GAME' IN THE TITLE, ETC. ANOTHER APPLICATION IS AUTOMATIC ABSTRACTING OF THE CONTENTS OF DOCUMENTS. MANY GOOD TECHNIQUES ARE KNOWN BUT THEIR MAIN IMPEDIMENT IS GETTING THE DOCUMENTS INTO COMPUTER READABLE FORM. WHEN THIS SYSTEM COMES INTO GENERAL USE, ALL DOCUMENTS PRODUCED UNDER IT WILL BE COMPUTER READABLE.

AN EXAMPLE OF AN EASILY IMPLEMENTED ABSTRACTING PROGRAM IS ONE THAT TAKES THE ENTIRE FIRST PARAGRAPH, THE FIRST SENTENCES FROM SUBSEQUENT PARAGRAPHS AND THE ENTIRE LAST PARAGRAPH FROM A GIVEN DOCUMENT. SUCH A PROGRAM WOULD BE PARTIALLY MADE OF PIECES OF THE DOCUMENT MACHINE PROGRAM AND COULD BE WRITTEN AND OPERATIVE WITHIN SEVERAL HOURS. THIS ABSTRACTING PROGRAM WOULD DO DOUBLE DUTY. FOR IF THE GENERATED ABSTRACT DID NOT READ CLEARLY, WE WOULD KNOW THE ORIGINAL DOCUMENT WAS POORLY CONSTRUCTED, DID NOT HAVE TOPIC SENTENCES BEGINNING PARAGRAPHS, ETC.

SYSTEM MODIFICATIONS UNDER CONSIDERATION

SO FAR I HAVE BEEN DISCUSSING APPLICATIONS OF THE EXISTING SYSTEM. IT MAY BE OF INTEREST TO THE READER TO KNOW THAT THIS SYSTEM WAS DESIGNED, PROGRAMMED, CODED, DEBUGGED AND WAS OPERATIVE WITHIN A TWO-WEEK PERIOD. (I MUST ADMIT I HAD BEEN THINKING ABOUT SUCH A SYSTEM FOR SEVERAL YEARS BUT HAD NOT DONE ANY DETAILED PLANNING.) THIS TWO-WEEK SYSTEM DID NOT YET HAVE THE SQUEEZE PROGRAM AND THE DOCUMENT MACHINE PROGRAM HAD SOMEWHAT LESSER CAPABILITIES. DURING THE SUCCEEDING TWO WEEKS THE DOCUMENT MACHINE PROGRAM WAS IMPROVED. IT WENT FROM EIGHT TO TWENTY-SIX TAB STOPS, FROM TWELVE TO FOURTEEN EDITING INSTRUCTIONS.
SPELLING AND OPERATION OF SOME OF THE EDITING INSTRUCTIONS WERE CHANGED DURING THE SAME SUCCEEDING TWO WEEKS. THE SQUEEZE PROGRAM WAS IMPLEMENTED AND MADE OPERATIONAL. HENCE, THE SYSTEM CERTAINLY CAN BE EXPANDED TO INCLUDE MANY OTHER FEATURES WITHIN A REASONABLY SHORT PERIOD OF TIME. THE LIST OF FEATURES THAT MAY BE INCORPORATED INTO THIS SYSTEM IS MUCH TOO LARGE FOR ADEQUATE DISCUSSION WITHIN THE SPACE OF THIS DOCUMENT. LET ME MENTION A FEW.

THE STRUCTURE OF THE DOCUMENTATION MACHINE PROGRAM (SEE APPENDIX C.) IS SUCH THAT NEW EDITING INSTRUCTIONS CAN EASILY BE ADDED. FURTHERMORE, IF ANY OF THE CURRENT INSTRUCTIONS TURNS OUT TO BE CLUMSILY SPELLED, THE SPELLING CAN BE CHANGED. BUT WHAT OF THE OLD DOCUMENT DECKS THAT EXIST WITH THE NOW MISSPELLED INSTRUCTIONS? IT IS VERY EASY TO CONSTRUCT A PROGRAM FROM ELEMENTS OF THE DOCUMENT MACHINE AND SQUEEZE PROGRAMS (SEE APPENDIX D FOR THE LATTER) WHICH WILL CONVERT, I.E., REPUNCH, THE OLD DECKS INTO NEW ONES WITH THE MODERNIZED SPELLING. SO WE ARE FLEXIBLE. ONE INSTRUCTION TYPE THAT WOULD COME IN HANDY IS A CONTINGENT INSTRUCTION. FOR EXAMPLE, IF THE REMAINING NUMBER OF LINES ON THIS PAGE IS LESS THAN SUCH AND SUCH A NUMBER, GO TO A NEW PAGE, OTHERWISE NOT. THIS WOULD BE USED FOR FIGURES, INDENTED DISPLAYED MATERIAL, ETC., WHICH WE WOULD LIKE TO APPEAR ALL ON ONE PAGE WITHOUT THE NecessITY OF ALWAYS STARTING A NEW PAGE. BEAR IN MIND THAT WE DO NOT KNOW WHERE THE MATERIAL WILL APPEAR IN THE DOCUMENT AS WE PREPARE IT. IT WOULD BE QUITE USEFUL TO BE ABLE TO USE 'ADDRESS ARITHMETIC' IN, SAY, THE TAB INSTRUCTIONS. FOR EXAMPLE, WE COULD THEN TAB TO A-5 OR TO Q+2, I.E., TO FIVE POSITIONS TO THE LEFT OF TAB STOP A OR TO TWO POSITIONS TO THE RIGHT OF TAB STOP Q. ANOTHER POSSIBILITY IS RIGHT JUSTIFIED TABBING (THE PRESENT IS LEFT JUSTIFIED) FOR NUMERALS. WE MIGHT WANT TO ADD THE ABILITY OF SYMBOLIC REFERENCES TO FIGURES. THE PRINTING PROGRAM WOULD 'ASSEMBLE' THE DOCUMENT AT PRINTING TIME, AT THAT TIME ASSIGNING NUMBERS TO FIGURES AND FILLING IN PAGE REFERENCES IN THE TEXT. THUS, ONE COULD INSERT NEW FIGURE BETWEEN TWO OTHERS WITHOUT HAVING TO RENUMBER THE WHOLE SEQUENCE OF FIGURES BEYOND. ANOTHER DESIRABLE SET OF EDITING INSTRUCTIONS WOULD ALLOW FOR STORING THE CURRENT VALUE OF ALL TAB STOPS, MARGINS, ETC., AND FOR THE LATER RESTORING OF THESE VALUES. WITH THIS ABILITY THE DECK WHICH PRODUCED A FIGURE COULD CONTAIN THE EDITING INSTRUCTIONS THAT PROGRAM IT TO RESTORE WHATEVER TABS, MARGINS, ETC., WERE IN EFFECT WHENEVER IT BEGAN AND HAD TO SET THESE PARAMETERS FOR ITSELF. THUS, FIGURES COULD BE MOVED ABOUT AT WILL IN A DOCUMENT WITHOUT HAVING TO REMEMBER TO FIX THE SETTINGS AFTER IT. I MENTIONED ABOVE THAT 'TUB CARDS' ARE USEFUL IN PUTTING TOGETHER PARTS OF DOCUMENTS, E.G., FOR RECURRING HEADINGS IN APPENDICES. WITH THE PRESENT SYSTEM ONE MUST PHYSICALLY REPRODUCE AND INTERPRET SUCH CARDS USING EAR EQUIPMENT. IT WOULD BE NICE TO BE ABLE TO SPECIFY THAT THE NEXT STRING OF CHARACTERS IS TO BE STORED AS TUB CARD SET SO AND SO. THEN
ANYTIME THE SET IS CALLED FOR IN THE DOCUMENT IT WOULD BE INSERTED BY THE PROGRAM. OF COURSE, THESE TUB CARDS ARE ANALOGOUS TO THE PROGRAMMER'S MACRO IN AN ASSEMBLY PROGRAM. WE COULD ALSO INCLUDE SUBSTITUTE ARGUMENTS. THUS, FOR EXAMPLE, THE 'INSERT' CARDS OF FIGURE 8 (I.E., FIRST, THIRD AND EIGHTH CARDS) MIGHT BE PRODUCED BY 'MACRO EXPANSION' WITH THE NUMBER AS THE SUBSTITUTE ARGUMENT. THE PRESENT DOCUMENT MACHINE PROGRAM NUMBERS PAGES SEQUENTIALLY. IT WOULD BE USEFUL TO BE ABLE TO SPECIFY A CHANGE IN THE NUMBERING BY EDITING INSTRUCTION. LIKewise FOR THE PAGE HEADING AND THE CLASSIFICATION WHICH ARE NOW CONSTANT FOR EACH DOCUMENT. A WORD-SYLLABIFICATION SUBROUTINE MIGHT BE INCORPORATED INTO THE SYSTEM ALLOWING FOR AUTOMATIC HYPHENATION. THEN, WITH A FEW MORE ADDITIONS, RIGHT-JUSTIFIED COPY COULD BE PRODUCED. NATURALLY, THE MORE FEATURES ADDED, THE MORE MEMORY REQUIRED AND THE LONGER PROCESSING WILL TAKE. THE PRESENT PROGRAM OCCUPIES SOME 2750 CHARACTERS OF CORE STORAGE AND PRINTS A PAGE IN TEN TO FIFTEEN SECONDS (DEPENDING ON THE NUMBER OF VOIDED AREAS, LINE WIDTHS, SKIPPING, ETC.)

PRELIMINARY COST CONSIDERATIONS

THE QUESTION OF HOW MUCH IT COSTS TO USE THIS SYSTEM MUST BE CONSIDERED. FULLY DEFINITIVE FIGURES WILL NOT BE AVAILABLE FOR SEVERAL MONTHS. HOWEVER, PRELIMINARY INDICATIONS ARE ENCOURAGING. IT COSTS PERHAPS FIFTY TO SEVENTY-FIVE CENTS TO HAVE A PAGE TYPED AT PRESENT. THE SAME PAGE CAN BE PRINTED IN TEN TO FIFTEEN SECONDS UNDER THIS SYSTEM. AT COMMERCIAL 1401 SERVICE BUREAU RATES OF FIFTY DOLLARS AN HOUR, THIS COMES TO APPROXIMATELY EIGHTEEN CENTS. IN BOTH CASES THE FIRST DRAFT MUST BE MANUALLY TYPED (OR KEYPUNCHED), SO THAT PART COMES OUT EVEN. A KEY PUNCH RENTS FOR SIXTY-FIVE DOLLARS PER MONTH WHICH IS GREATER THAN TYPEWRITER RENTAL RATES. I ASSUME THIS WILL BE MORE THAN OFFSET BY THE REDUCED TYPING NEEDS, I.E., ONLY CHANGES AND ADDITIONS NEED BE TYPED, ETC. PRESENTLY IT MAY TAKE TWO WEEKS TO GET A HUNDRED-PAGE DRAFT RETYPED. DURING THIS TIME THE AUTHOR-ANALYST MUST COOL HIS HEELS. UNDER THE AUTOMATED SYSTEM, THE NEW DRAFT SHOULD BE READY IN LESS THAN A DAY. IT IS HARD TO ASSIGN A CASH SAVING TO THAT BUT I FEEL IT IS OF CONSIDERABLE WORTH.

THE AUTHOR PERSONALLY DID THE KEYPUNCHING FOR THIS DOCUMENT. ONE OF THE REVIEWERS OF AN EARLIER VERSION OF THIS DOCUMENT FELT THAT AN ORDINARY TYPIST, WITHOUT EXTENSIVE TRAINING IN THE USE OF THIS SYSTEM AND OF THE KEY PUNCH, MIGHT BE SLOW IN PUNCHING THE INITIAL DECK OF CARDS FOR A DOCUMENT. DURING THE REVIEW PERIOD, I
WAS FORTUNATE ENOUGH TO OBTAIN THE SERVICES OF A TYPIST. SHE WAS NOT A KEY-PUNCH OPERATOR NOR, OF COURSE, DID SHE KNOW THIS SYSTEM. AFTER A HALF-HOUR LECTURE ON BOTH THE USE OF THE KEY PUNCH AND THE USE OF THE SYSTEM SHE WENT TO WORK ON HER FIRST DOCUMENT. NATURALY SHE MADE MORE ERRORS THE FIRST TIME THAN ON SUBSEQUENT DOCUMENTS, BUT THE RESULTS WERE QUITE GOOD. SHE HAS PRODUCED SEVERAL COMPLICATED TECHNICAL DOCUMENTS SO FAR (INCLUDING CORRECTIONS REQUIRED BY THE AUTHORS). I AM HAPPY TO REPORT THAT THE TIME TAKEN TO PUNCH THE INITIAL DECK IS THE SAME AS THE TIME THAT WOULD BE NEEDED TO TYPE THE MATERIAL ON PAPER USING A TYPewriter.

CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS AND SUMMARY

DOUBTLESS THE READER, ON FIRST READING THIS DOCUMENT, IS LOST AMONG A WELTER OF DETAILS. THEREFORE, I SHOULD LIKE TO EMPHASIZE WHAT THE IMPORTANT PARTS OF THIS ORIGINAL DEVELOPMENT COMPRISE.


AN ATTEMPT TO STORE A FORMATTED DOCUMENT — WITH COMPOSED, DISTINCT LINES AND PAGES — WILL MEET WITH FAILURE BECAUSE OF THE EXTREME DIFFICULTY INVOLVED IN MAKING CORRECTIONS.

WHEN I FIRST ATTACKED THE PROBLEM (EARLY OCTOBER 1964) I ATTEMPTED TO DESIGN A SYSTEM IN WHICH THE FORMATTED DOCUMENT WOULD BE STORED ON MAGNETIC TAPE. ON BEING DULY IMPRESSED BY THE MAGNITUDE OF THE PROBLEMS INVOLVED IN MODIFYING THE STORED DOCUMENT, I HAPPILY HIT UPON THE ABOVE IDEAS. NOT ONLY WAS THE PROBLEM OF MODIFICATION SOLVED, BUT THE EXTRA COMPUTER RUN INVOLVED IN CORRECTING AND COPYING THE TAPE WAS ELIMINATED. I QUICKLY WROTE THE TWO PROGRAMS PLACING THEM INTO SERVICE TO PRODUCE THIS DOCUMENT DESCRIBING THE SYSTEM. THE ENTIRE BODY OF THE DOCUMENT (FROM PAGE 0001 ON), INCLUDING ALL THE FIGURES AND
APPENDICES, was so produced. When the computer code (Appendices C and D) is printed, the cards are also punched ready for 1401 Autocoder assembly. No attempt was made during this short time to polish the code, which is probably somewhat inefficient due to my lack of experience on the particular computer (usually regarded as a peripheral slave to a large computer).

As near as I can determine, no one else is using such a system. The computer manufacturer, International Business Machines Corporation, in a brochure describing the optional lower-case/special-characters printer chain, indicates this feature is useful for form letters. Of course, this would indicate that the line and page composition would be done elsewhere -- probably by the typist. That same brochure points out that the regular, upper-case, print chain can be quickly remounted on the printer for regular data processing applications. Of course, I contend (and the very existence of this document proves) that the composing and printing of documents is a regular data processing application. My understanding is that any computer-produced composing preceding the printing on the special upper/lower case 1401 is done on the large, expensive computers such as the 7080 or 7090.

The present system was designed with RAC's current equipment in mind. Our 1401 does not have the optional lower-case printing chain. In order not to require too much computer time, albeit inexpensive time, the design includes use of EAM equipment and many manual operations. Since our editorial department retypes all final typewritten drafts submitted for external publication, the fact that the upper-case 1401-produced document must be retyped is no disadvantage. The people working with the drafts produced by this system must get used to the absence of lower-case. (At least until, and unless, we get lower-case printing capability.) It was in order to deliberately display the system's single disadvantage that this document describing the system was not retyped. Instead, the Multilith masters were made directly on the 1401 computer. Because the existing document machine program sequentially numbers pages starting with '0001', the title page, list of illustrations, table of contents, etc., all of which are numbered with Roman numerals, were prepared in the standard manner by the editorial department.

I visualize an editing department with its own small computer (capable of printing both cases as well as a reasonable selection of special symbols), a set of key punches and a few pieces of EAM equipment. The editing department's typing pool of good, proofscript typists will man the key punches, producing the machine-readable first draft for all large technical documents of the firm or department it serves. When a document is adjudged complete by its author and the various approval authorities, it is
ONCE AGAIN RUN OFF ON THE SMALL COMPUTER -- THIS TIME ON CONTINUOUS-FORM MULTILITH MASTERS, READY FOR THE PRESSES.

I REGARD THE VERY EXISTENCE OF THIS LARGE, COMPREHENSIVE PAPER ON A DETAILED TECHNICAL SYSTEM -- PRINTED TWO WEEKS AFTER SYSTEM DESIGN -- AS PROOF OF THE EFFICACY OF THIS (PROTOTYPE) SYSTEM. I RECOMMEND, HOWEVER, A SIX-MONTH TRIAL UTILIZING ONE TYPIST AND ONE KEY-PUNCH MACHINE NOT TO PROVE THE SYSTEM BUT TO IMPROVE IT. WE WOULD FIND WHAT ADDITIONAL FEATURES TO ADD, WHETHER ANY PRESENT FEATURES MIGHT BE DELETED, WHAT THE THROUGHPUT RATE PER TYPIST IS, WHAT THE COST ACTUALLY IS, ETC. A STYLE GUIDE WOULD BE WRITTEN DURING THIS PERIOD OF TIME. THE APPEARANCE AND READABILITY OF EVEN AN UPPER-CASE-ONLY DOCUMENT COULD PROBABLY BE GREATLY IMPROVED BY JUDICIOUS USE OF PROPER HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL SPACING, UNDERLINING BY VARIOUS CHARACTERS, E.G., PERIODS, ASTERISKS, PLUS SIGNS, ETC. SUCH INFORMATION DERIVED DURING THE TRIAL WOULD BE CONTAINED IN THE STYLE GUIDE.

APPENDIX A

CARD AND DECK FORMATS

DOCUMENT CARDS HAVE TEXT AND EDITING INSTRUCTIONS IN COLUMNS 1-72 INCLUSIVE. COLUMNS 73-80 ARE IGNORED BY BOTH PROCESSING PROGRAMS (ALTHOUGH SQUEEZE PUNCHES IDENTIFICATION AND SEQUENCING IN THESE COLUMNS). WHEN KEYPUNCHING THE DOCUMENT A DRUM CARD THAT SKIPS CUT (EJECTS THE CARD) ON COLUMN 73 IS USED. IT IS ALSO CONVENIENT TO HAVE A FIELD STARTING IN COLUMN 69 (LEAVING JUST ENOUGH ROOM FOR THE CARD TO END WITH '*OK*').


FOR SQUEEZING (AND SEQUENCING) THE DOCUMENT DECK, THE DECK TO BE LOADED IS ALSO MADE UP OF THREE PARTS. FIRST, THERE IS THE SELF-LOADING OBJECT DECK OF THE SQUEEZE PROGRAM. IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING THE OBJECT DECK IS A CONTROL CARD. THIS CARD, IDENTIFIABLE BY POSITION ONLY, IS THE FIRST DATA CARD. IT CONTAINS NO TEXT OR EDITING INSTRUCTIONS BUT DOES CONTAIN, IN A FIXED FIELD (COLUMNS 73-75), THE THREE-CHARACTER IDENTIFIER STRING WHICH SQUEEZE PUNCHES IN THE SAME COLUMNS OF EACH CARD OF THE OUTPUT DECK. THE NEXT CARD BEGINS THE DOCUMENT DECK. READING CONTINUES UNTIL THE FIRST '*END*DOC*' EDITING INSTRUCTION IS REACHED.

THE DECK PUNCHED BY THE SQUEEZE PROGRAM BEGINS WITH A COPY (COLUMNS 1-75 ONLY) OF THE CONTROL CARD. THIS IS DONE SO THAT THE
NEW DECK CAN BE USED AS INPUT TO THE DOCUMENT MACHINE WITHOUT HAVING TO REMEMBER TO PUT IN A NEW CONTROL CARD. HENCE THE CONTROL CARDS FOR BOTH PROGRAMS CAN BE COMBINED INTO ONE CONTAINING HEADING, CLASSIFICATION AND IDENTIFICATION. AFTER THE CONTROL CARD IS PUNCHED, THE COMPRESSED DOCUMENT DECK, CONTAINING THE DOCUMENT IN COLUMNS 1-72, THE IDENTIFIER IN 73-75 AND THE SEQUENCE NUMBERS IN 76-80, IS PUNCHED. THE DECK IS ENDED BY FOUR CARDS CONTAINING THE END-DOCUMENT EDITING INSTRUCTION.
DETAILED DESCRIPTIONS OF THE EDITING INSTRUCTIONS

In this appendix I shall use the string of exactly n 'V's, e.g., 'V' or 'VV', as a syntactical variable whose range consists of strings of exactly n characters further limited for each editing instruction as specified under that instruction's 'range of parameters' entry. Each instruction type appears below on a page by itself. Along with the format of the instruction is shown the range of parameters (for those instructions that have any), the initial setting of parameters (where meaningful) and the action taken by the program upon encountering that instruction.
*VOID*  

*OK*

**ACTION TAKEN BY PROGRAM**

* * *

WHEN '*VOID*' IS ENCOUNTERED BY THE SCANNING PROGRAM, THE COLUMNS AND CARDS TO THE RIGHT ARE SCANNED FOR THE FIRST OCCURRENCE OF '*OK*'. DURING THIS MODE OF SCANNING OPERATION NO EDITING INSTRUCTION OTHER THAN '*OK*' IS RECOGNIZED. TEXT OF THE DOCUMENT BEING PROCESSED MAY BE INTERRUPTED AT ANY POINT BY A '*VOID* ... *OK*' SEQUENCE OF CARD COLUMNS. THE CHARACTER IMMEDIATELY PRECEDING THE '*VOID*' IS TREATED AS IF IT IMMEDIATELY PRECEEDED THE CHARACTER FOLLOWING THE '*OK*'. HOWEVER, EDITING INSTRUCTIONS WILL NOT BE RECOGNIZED IF THEY ARE SPLIT BY A VOIODED AREA.
ACTION TAKEN BY PROGRAM

***************

IN THE PLACE OF THIS EDITING INSTRUCTION THE PROGRAM PRINTS A SINGLE SPACE. HOWEVER, IT IS CONSIDERED NOT TO BE A SPACE FOR THE PURPOSES OF WORD SEGMENTATION. THE NUMBER OF SPECIALS APPEARING ON THIS LINE TOGETHER WITH THE LINE AND PAGE NUMBERS ARE STORED ON TAPE UNIT 2. AFTER THE END OF THE DOCUMENT A REMINDER LIST IS PRINTED SO THAT ALL SPECIAL CHARACTERS CAN BE FILLED IN WITHOUT OVERLOOKING ANY.
RANGE OF PARAMETERS

'V' MAY BE ANY OF THE TEN DIGITS '0' THROUGH '9'.

ACTION TAKEN BY PROGRAM

THE CURRENT WORD OR SET OF SPACES BEING ASSEMBLED (IF ANY) IS TERMINATED AND SENT TO THE PRINTER LINE. THIS MAY RESULT IN THE LINE BEING PRINTED AND THE CURRENT WORD (IF ANY) STARTING THE NEXT LINE. THE LINE BEING PRINTED MAY, IN TURN, CAUSE THIS PAGE TO BE TERMINATED. THEN, THE (NOW) CURRENT LINE IS PRINTED. AFTER THAT THE NUMBER V IS STORED TO BE READ BY THE PRINT SUBROUTINE WHEN THE NEXT PRINTING OCCURS. BEFORE THAT NEXT LINE IS PRINTED V LINES ARE SKIPPED UNLESS THAT WOULD CAUSE THAT LINE TO FALL BELOW THE LIMIT SET BY THE MOST RECENTLY EXECUTED PAGE-SIZE INSTRUCTION. IN THE LATTER CASE THE LINE MERELY STARTS A NEW PAGE REGARDLESS OF HOW MANY LINES WERE TO BE SKIPPED.
RANGE OF PARAMETERS

"V" may be any of the twenty-six letters 'A' through 'Z'.

ACTION TAKEN BY PROGRAM

The current word or set of spaces being assembled (if any) is terminated and sent to the printer line. This may result in the line being printed and the current word (if any) starting the next line. The line being printed may, in turn, cause this page to be terminated. Then, if the pointer which indicates the next print position is past (to the right of) the current value of tab stop 'V', the print line is printed. Finally, the print line pointer is set to the current value of tab 'V'.
ACTION TAKEN BY PROGRAM

The current word or set of spaces being assembled (if any) is terminated and sent to the printer line. This may result in the line being printed and the current word (if any) starting the next line. The line being printed may, in turn, cause this page to be terminated. Then, the (now) current line is printed. After that the number 1 is stored to be read by the print subroutine. Unless at the bottom of a page this will have the effect of skipping a line. Then the next line to be printed will start, indented to the current value of one of the tab stops. The tab stop used is determined by the most recent "*START=PARA=*" instruction. Tab stop B is used if no such setting instructions have preceded.
ACTION TAKEN BY PROGRAM

*NEW PAGE*

THE CURRENT WORD OR SET OF SPACES BEING ASSEMBLED (IF ANY) IS TERMINATED AND SENT TO THE PRINTER LINE. THIS MAY RESULT IN THE LINE BEING PRINTED AND THE CURRENT WORD (IF ANY) STARTING THE NEXT LINE. THE LINE BEING PRINTED MAY, IN TURN, CAUSE THIS PAGE TO BE TERMINATED. THEN, THE (NOW) CURRENT LINE IS PRINTED WHICH MAY RESULT IN GOING TO A NEW PAGE. THEN, THE PAPER IS SKIPPED TO THE BOTTOM OF THE (NOW) CURRENT PAGE WHERE THE CLASSIFICATION IS PRINTED. SKIPPED TO THE TOP OF THE NEXT PAGE WHERE THE CLASSIFICATION IS REPEATED, THE HEADING IS PRINTED TWO LINES BELOW THE CLASSIFICATION, AND FINALLY, A SKIP OF TWO MORE LINES OCCURS TO BRING US TO THE FIRST BODY LINE OF THE NEXT PAGE.
*SET*V=*VVV*=

**RANGE OF PARAMETERS**

*V* MAY BE ANY OF THE TWENTY-SIX LETTERS 'A' THROUGH 'Z'. *VVV* IS A THREE-DIGIT NUMBER FROM '001' THROUGH '131'.

**INITIAL SETTING OF PARAMETERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TAB STOP A SET TO</th>
<th>TAB STOP N SET TO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>001</td>
<td>066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>006</td>
<td>071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>011</td>
<td>076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>016</td>
<td>081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>021</td>
<td>086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>026</td>
<td>091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>031</td>
<td>096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>036</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>041</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>045</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>051</td>
<td>116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>056</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>061</td>
<td>126</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ACTION TAKEN BY PROGRAM**

*V* IS SET TO THE NEW VALUE *VVV*. THUS, SUBSEQUENT TAB-TO-*V* INSTRUCTIONS WILL CAUSE THE PRINT LINE POINTER TO BE SET TO *VVV*. IF THERE IS A WORD BEING ASSEMBLED, IT IS NOT INTERRUPTED BY THIS EDITING INSTRUCTION. THUS, A NON-SPACE CHARACTER IMMEDIATELY PRECEDING THIS EDITING INSTRUCTION WILL BE IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWED BY THE NON-SPACE CHARACTER IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING THIS EDITING INSTRUCTION.
RANGE OF PARAMETERS

"V" may be any of the twenty-six letters 'A' through 'Z'.

INITIAL SETTING OF PARAMETERS

The left margin is set to tab stop A.

ACTION TAKEN BY PROGRAM

The left margin is set to tab stop 'V'. This means that after printing, each new line starts at the (then) current value of tab stop 'V'. If there is a word being assembled, it is not interrupted by this editing instruction. Thus, a non-space character immediately preceding this editing instruction will be immediately followed by the non-space character immediately following this editing instruction.
RANGE OF PARAMETERS

''v'' may be any of the twenty-six letters 'A' through 'Z'.

INITIAL SETTING OF PARAMETERS

The right margin is set to tab stop P.

ACTION TAKEN BY PROGRAM

The right margin is set to tab stop 'v'. This means that any word later added to the print line being formed that would bring the line out beyond the (then) current value of tab stop 'v' terminates that line (with the terminating word starting the new line). If there is a word being assembled, it is not interrupted by this editing instruction. Thus, a non-space character immediately preceding this editing instruction will be immediately followed by the non-space character immediately following this editing instruction.
RANGE OF PARAMETERS

'a' through 'z'.

INITIAL SETTING OF PARAMETERS

PARAGRAPHS INITIALLY START AT TAB STOP B.

ACTION TAKEN BY PROGRAM

IF THERE IS A WORD BEING ASSEMBLED, IT IS NOT INTERRUPTED BY THIS EDITING INSTRUCTION. THUS, A NON-SPACE CHARACTER IMMEDIATELY PRECEDING THIS EDITING INSTRUCTION WILL BE IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWED BY THE NON-SPACE CHARACTER IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING THIS EDITING INSTRUCTION. WHEN SUBSEQUENT '*PARA*' INSTRUCTIONS ARE ENCOUNTERED, THE NEW PARAGRAPH WILL START AT THE (THEN) CURRENT VALUE OF TAB STOP 'v'.

*START=PARA=v*

RANGE OF PARAMETERS

'v' MAY BE ANY OF THE TWENTY-SIX LETTERS 'A' THROUGH 'Z'.

INITIAL SETTING OF PARAMETERS

PARAGRAPHS INITIALLY START AT TAB STOP B.

ACTION TAKEN BY PROGRAM

IF THERE IS A WORD BEING ASSEMBLED, IT IS NOT INTERRUPTED BY THIS EDITING INSTRUCTION. THUS, A NON-SPACE CHARACTER IMMEDIATELY PRECEDING THIS EDITING INSTRUCTION WILL BE IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWED BY THE NON-SPACE CHARACTER IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING THIS EDITING INSTRUCTION. WHEN SUBSEQUENT '*PARA*' INSTRUCTIONS ARE ENCOUNTERED, THE NEW PARAGRAPH WILL START AT THE (THEN) CURRENT VALUE OF TAB STOP 'v'.

*START=PARA=v*
*PUNCH\*V*

**RANGE OF PARAMETERS**

\*V\* MAY BE ANY OF THE TWENTY-SIX LETTERS 'A' THROUGH 'Z'.

**ACTION TAKEN BY PROGRAM**

THE PRINT SUBROUTINE IS SET TO PUNCH THE PRINT LINE FROM THE VALUE (AT THE TIME OF PRINTING) OF TAB STOP \*V\* FOR EIGHTY CHARACTERS. SHOULD TAB STOP \*V\* BE SET SUCH THAT EIGHTY CHARACTERS WOULD GO BEYOND THE RIGHT END OF THE 131-CHARACTER PRINT LINE, NO CARD IS PUNCHED. IF THERE IS A WORD BEING ASSEMBLED, IT IS NOT INTERRUPTED BY THIS EDITING INSTRUCTION. THUS, A NON-SPACE CHARACTER IMMEDIATELY PRECEDING THIS EDITING INSTRUCTION WILL BE IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWED BY THE NON-SPACE CHARACTER IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING THIS EDITING INSTRUCTION.
RANGE OF PARAMETERS

VVV* MAY BE ANY THREE-DIGIT NUMBER FROM '001' THROUGH '250'.

INITIAL SETTING OF PARAMETERS

VVV* IS SET TO '050'.

ACTION TAKEN BY PROGRAM

IF THERE IS A WORD BEING ASSEMBLED, IT IS NOT INTERRUPTED BY THIS EDITING INSTRUCTION. THUS, A NON-SPACE CHARACTER IMMEDIATELY PRECEDING THIS EDITING INSTRUCTION WILL BE IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWED BY THE NON-SPACE CHARACTER IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING THIS EDITING INSTRUCTION. VVV IS STORED FOR SUBSEQUENT SCANNING BY THE PRINT SUBROUTINE AS THE NEW NUMBER OF (BODY) LINES PER PAGE ALLOWED.
ACTION TAKEN BY PROGRAM

***************

THE CURRENT WORD OR SET OF SPACES BEING ASSEMBLED (IF ANY) IS TERMINATED AND SENT TO THE PRINTER LINE. THIS MAY RESULT IN THE LINE BEING PRINTED AND THE CURRENT WORD (IF ANY) STARTING THE NEXT LINE. THE LINE BEING PRINTED MAY, IN TURN, CAUSE THIS PAGE TO BE TERMINATED. THEN, THE REMAINING LINE IS PRINTED. ON A NEW PAGE THE REMAINDER LIST IS PRINTED. THE COMPUTER PROGRAM THEN HALTS. NOTHING FURTHER IS SCANNED. OBVIOUSLY, THIS COMMAND CAN APPEAR ONLY ONCE IN A DOCUMENT, AND IT MUST APPEAR IN ORDER TO TERMINATE THE PROCEDURE.
THE DOCUMENT MACHINE -- CODED IN 1401

AUTOCCDER

*******************************

LABEL OP OPERAND

JOB R A MAGNUSON DOCUMENT MACHINE
CTL 335
ORG 87
XR1 DCW '071'
DC =2
XR2 DCW '000'
DC =2
XR3 DCW '000'
ORG 101
DA 1X80
ORG 333
HEDING DCW =50
CLASS DCW =20
PREV DCW '2'
PAGLNI DCW '050'

WD ADDS 1 TO XR2, WHICH COUNTS THE NUMBER OF CHARACTERS IN THE CURRENT WORD BEING ASSEMBLED. THEN IT MOVES CHAR INTO THE NEXT POSITION OF WORD, THE AREA WHERE THE WORD IS ASSEMBLED. THEN PREV IS SET TO 1 IN ORDER TO REMEMBER THAT A WORD IS IN THE PROCESS OF BEING ASSEMBLED. CONTROL PASSES TO GN.

WD SBR XR2,1+X2
MCW CHAR,WORD-1+X2
MCW '1',PREV

GN GETS THE NEXT CHARACTER. IF THAT NEXT CHARACTER IS AN ASTERISK, CONTROL IS TRANSFERRED TO GN1 IN CASE THIS IS THE START OF AN EDITING INSTRUCTION. IF THE NEXT CHARACTER DOES NOT BEGIN AN EDITING INSTRUCTION, ASTERISK OR NOT, IT IS MOVED TO CHAR, THEN GN4 IS EXECUTED IN ORDER TO MOVE THE NEXT-CHARACTER POINTER, XRI, OVER TO THE NEXT ONE YET. AFTER THAT, CONTROL IS GIVEN TO EITHER SP (IF CHAR IS A SPACE) OR TO WC (IF CHAR IS NOT A SPACE).
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GN
BCE GNI, CARD+X1, *
MCE CARD+X1, CHAR
B GNI
BCE SP, CHAR,
B HD

GNI looks to see if the string of the editing instructions, if so, control is sent to the appropriate editing instruction subroutine. If not, control goes back within GNI (to GNI2).

GNI
C CARD+5*X1,*VOID*
BE VOID
C CARD+5*X1,*SPEC*
BE SPEC
C CARD+5*X1,*SKIP*
BE .SKIP
C CARD+4*X1,*TAB*
BE TAB
C CARD+5*X1,*PARA*
BE PARA
C CARD+9*X1,*NEWPAGE*
BE PAGE
C CARD+4*X1,*SET*
BE SETTAB
C CARD+12*X1,*LEFMARGIN*
BE SETL
C CARD+13*X1,*RGNRMARGIN*
BE RNSIZ
C CARD+11*X1,*START=PARA*
BE Sets
C CARD+10*X1,*PAG=SIZE*
BE PAGS
C CARD+8*X1,*PUNCH*
BE PUNEXT
C CARD+8*X1,*END=DOC*
BE ENDOC
B GNI

VOID stays in a tight loop, executing GNI1 to move to the next character and looking to see if that next character begins the string, "*OK*. When the first "*OK*" has been found, the next-character pointer is adjusted to the character immediately to the right of the "*OK*", control is then sent to GNI.

VOID SBR XRL,5*X1
GNI B GNI
C  CARD+3*XR1, "*OK*
BU GN3
SBR XRI,3*XR1
B  GN4
B  GN

GN4 ADDS 1 TO XR1. THE NEXT CHARACTER POINTER. IF XR1 IS THEN WITHIN THE 72 CHARACTERS CORRESPONDING TO THE 72 COLUMNS OF A DOCUMENT CARD, CONTROL IS RETURNED TO THE INSTRUCTION AFTER THE CALLER. IF XR1 POINTS TO A CHARACTER BEYOND THE 72, THE 72 CHARACTERS FROM THE LAST CARD READ ARE MOVED TO CARD THROUGH CARD+71. THEN A NEW CARD IS READ. THE FIRST 20 CHARACTERS OF THIS CARD ARE MOVED TO CARD+72 THROUGH CARD+91. THIS LAST AREA IS CALLED 'NEXT' AND IS USED SO THAT THE SCAN FOR AN EDITING INSTRUCTION STRING CAN BE CARRIED OUT BEYOND THE RIGHT END OF THE 72 CHARACTERS. XR1 HAS 72 SUBTRACTED FROM IT SO IT WILL POINT CORRECTLY TO THE NEXT CHARACTER IN CARD. CONTROL IS RETURNED TO THE NEXT INSTRUCTION AFTER THE CALLER.

GN4  SBR GN5*3
SBR XR1,1*XR1
C  '072',XR1
BL GN5
S  '072',XR1
MZ 8+4,XR1
MCW 72,Card+71
R  MCW 20,NE3X*19

GN5  B  0
CARD  DA 10*2
NEXT  EQU CARD+72
CHAR  DA 1X1

SP EXECUTES ENDWD JUST IN CASE PREV = 1; I.E., WHEN THE LAST CHARACTER BEFORE THE PRESENT SPACE WAS NOT A SPACE. THEN THE PRINT LINE POINTER, XR3, IS ADVANCED BY 1. CONTROL PASSES TO GN.

SP  BCE ENDWD,PREV+1
SBR XR3,1*XR3
MCW 1*PREV
B  GN

ENDWD DETERMINES WHETHER THE WORD THAT HAS JUST BEEN ASSEMBLED WILL FIT ON THE PRINT LINE, I.E., WITHOUT EXTENDING BEYOND THE PRESENT RIGHT MARGIN. PRINT IS EXECUTED JUST IN CASE THE WORD DOES NOT FIT. THE WORD IS MOVED TO THE PRINT LINE TO THE RIGHT OF WHERE XR3, THE PRINT-LINE POINTER, WAS SET AFTER THE POSSIBLE PRINTING. WREM
('WORD REMINDER') A COUNTER INDICATING HOW MANY SPECIALS THERE ARE IN THIS WORD. IS ADDED TO LREM ('LINE REMINDER'), A COUNTER INDICATING HOW MANY SPECIALS THERE ARE ON THIS LINE. XR3 IS ADJUSTED TO POINT TO THE RIGHT-MOST CHARACTER OF THE WORD JUST PLACED ON THE PRINT LINE. WREM IS SET TO ZERO AND PREV IS SET TO 2 TO INDICATE THAT NO WORD IS IN PROCESS OF BEING ASSEMBLED. XR2, WHICH COUNTS THE NUMBER OF CHARACTERS IN THE CURRENT WORD, IS SET TO ZERO. CONTROL IS RETURNED TO THE NEXT INSTRUCTION AFTER THE CALLER.

ENDWD SBR WDQI+3
    A XRZ,XR3
EP3 C TARA+X5,XR3
  BM EW3
  B EW2
EW1 B PRINT
    A XR2,XR3
EW2 MCW WORD-4+x2,20+X3
    SBR XR2,0
    A WREM,LREM
    MCW "000",WREM
    MCW "2",PREV
WDQI T B 0

SPEC MOVES A SPACE INTO CHAR, ADDS 1 TO WREM AND ADJUSTS XR1 TO POINT TO THE NEXT CHARACTER IN CARD. CONTROL PASSES TO WD.

SPEC MCW "",CHAR
    SBR XR1,5+X1
    A "1",WREM
    B GN4
    B WD
WREM DCW "000"
LREM DCW "000"
LNR DCW "100"
PNR DCW "0000"
DCW 

SKIP CHECKS WHETHER THIS STRING IS A VALID SKIP EDITING INSTRUCTION. IT CHECKS FOR THE 3RD ASTERISK IN THE RIGHT SPOT AND THAT THE NUMBER OF LINES TO BE SKIPPED LIES BETWEEN 0 AND 9, INCL.) CONTROL GOES TO GN2 IF THIS STRING IS NOT A VALID SKIP INSTRUCTION. ENDWD IS EXECUTED JUST IN CASE PREV = 1. THEN PRINT IS EXECUTED. THIS DISPOSES OF THE CURRENT WORD AND LINE. AFTER THAT, THE NUMBER OF LINES TO BE SKIPPED BEFORE PRINTING THE NEXT LINE) IS MOVED INTO SKRR. XR1 IS ADJUSTED TO POINT TO THE NEXT CHARACTER IN CARD. CONTROL PASSES TO GN.
TAB Checks whether this string is a valid tab editing instruction. If not, control is sent to GN2. ENDW is executed just in case a word was in process of being assembled. Then it looks to see if the print-line pointer, XR3, is past the indicated tab stop. If so print is executed. Then XR3 is set to the indicated tab stop. XR1 is adjusted and control passes to GN.

```
TAB  BCE  T1,CARD+6+X1,*
     B   GN2
T1  MCW  CARD+5+X1,COMP
     B   ATC2
     MCW  TABA-3+X3,TSTOP
     S   '*1',TSTOP
     M2  '*4,TSTOP
     MCW  SAVXR3,XR3
     BCE  ENDW,PREV,1
     C   XR3,TSTOP
     DL  T3
     B   T4
T3  B   PRINT
T4  MCW  TSTOP,XR3
     SAVR  XR1,6+X1
     B   GN4
     B   GN
TABA  DCW  '*001'
      DCW  '*006'
      DCW  '*011'
      DCW  '*016'
      DCW  '*021'
      DCW  '*026'
      DCW  '*031'
      DCW  '*036'
      DCW  '*041'
      DCW  '*046'
      DCW  '*051'
      DCW  '*056'
      DCW  '*061'
      DCW  '*066'
```
ATOZ IS EXECUTED BY SEVERAL OF
THE EDITING INSTRUCTION SUBROUTINES TO CHECK FOR A LETTER OF
THE ALPHABET. COMP IS EXAMINED. IF COMP DOES NOT CONTAIN ANY
OF THE 26 LETTERS, CONTROL PASSES TO GM2. IF COMP CONTAINS THE
KTH LETTER OF THE ALPHABET, XR3 IS SAVED IN SAVXR3 AND SET TO
THREE TIMES K. CONTROL IS RETURNED TO THE INSTRUCTION AFTER
THE CALLER.

ATOZ
SBR AZXIT+3
C COMP,'A'
BH GN2
C COMP,'I'
BL A22
MCW '000',AZ1
B A24
A22
C COMP,'J'
BH GN2
C COMP,'R'
BL A23
MCW '027',AZ1
B A24
A23
C COMP,'S'
BH GN2
C COMP,'Z'
BL GN2
MCW '051',AZ1
A24
MCW XR3,SAVXR3
MCW XR3,SAVXR3
MCW A25,XR3
A XR3
A A25,XR3
A A21,XR3
AZXIT
B 0
AZ1 DCW =3
AZ5 DCW =3
SAVXR3 DCW =3
COMP   DCW =1

PARA EXECUTES ENDWD JUST IN CASE A WORD HAD BEEN FORMED, THEN, EXECUTES PRINT. A 1 IS MOVED INTO SKNR. THE CURRENT VALUE OF THE PARAGRAPH TAB STOP (DETERMINED BY THE L.JT START-PARA EDITING INSTRUCTION EXECUTED) IS MOVED INTO XR3, THE PRINT-LINE POINTER. XR1 IS ADJUSTED. CONTROL PASSES TO GN.

PARA   BCE ENDWD,PREV,1
       B  PRINT
       MCW '*1',SKNR.
PARA1  MCW TABA+3,4513
S   '*1,XR3
M2   =-4,XR3
SBR XR1,9*X1
B   GN4
B   GN

PAGE EXECUTES ENDWD JUST IN CASE A WORD HAD BEEN FORMED. PRINT AND THEN HEAD ARE EXECUTED. THE PRINT LINE IS CLEARED. XR1 IS ADJUSTED AND CONTROL PASSES TO GN.

PAGE   BCE ENDC',PREV,1
       B  PRINT
       B  HEAD
CS   332
CS   SBR XR1,9*X1
B   GN4
B   GN

SETTAB DETERMINES WHETHER THIS STRING IS A VALID SF-(AB EDITING INSTRUCTION. IF NOT, CONTROL PASSES TO GN2. IF YES, THE INDICATED TAB STOP IS SET ACCORDING TO THE PARAMETER IN THE EDITING INSTRUCTION. XR1 IS ADJUSTED. CONTROL PASSES TO GN.

SETTAB   BCE ST1,CARD*6*X1,*
        B  GN2
ST1    BCE ST2,CARD*1C*X1,*
        B  GN2
ST2    MCW CARD*9*X1,TSTOP
C    TSTOP,'001'
B    GN2
C    TSTOP,'131'
B    GN2
MCW CARD*5*X1,COMP
B    ATCZ
MCW TSTOP,TABA-3+X3
MCW SAVXR3,XR3
SBR XR1,10+X1
ST4 B GN4
B GN

SETRET DETERMINES WHETHER THIS STRING IS A VALID LEFT-MARGIN EDITING INSTRUCTION. IF NOT, CONTROL PASSES TO GN2. IF SO, A PARAMETER IN PRINT IS SET SO PRINT WILL USE THE NEW STOP AS THE LEFT MARGIN AFTER PRINTING. XR1 IS ADJUSTED AND CONTROL PASSES TO GN.

SETRET BCE SR1,CARD+14+X1,*
B GN2
SR1 MCW CARD+13+X1,COMP
B ATOZ
A STOPS,XR3
MCW XR3,P5+3
MCW SAVXR3,XR3
SBR XR1,14+X1
B ST4

LINSIZ DETERMINES WHETHER THIS STRING IS A VALID RIGHT-MARGIN EDITING INSTRUCTION. IF NOT, CONTROL PASSES TO GN2. IF SO, ENDWD HAS A PARAMETER WITHIN SET SO THAT IT CAN LOOK FOR THE NEW RIGHT MARGIN.

LINSIZ BCE LS1,CARD+15+X1,*
B GN2
LS1 MCW CARD+14+X1,COMP
B ATOZ
A STOPS,XR3
MCW XR3,EW+3
MCW SAVXR3,XR3
SBR XR1,15+X1
B ST4

SETPAR DETERMINES WHETHER THIS STRING IS A VALID SET-PARA EDITING INSTRUCTION. IF NOT, CONTROL PASSES TO GN2. IF SO, A PARAMETER WITHIN PARA IS SET SO PARA MAY USE THE NEW TAB STOP.

SETPAR BCE SP1,CARD+13+X1,*
B GN2
SP1 MCW CARD+12+X1,COMP
B ATOZ
A STOPS,XR3
MCW XR3,PARA+3
MCW SAVXR3,XR3
SBR XR1,13+X1
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B ST4

STOPS DCW +TABA-3

PAGSIZ DETERMINES WHETHER THIS STRING IS A VALID PAGE-SIZE EDITING INSTRUCTION. IF NOT, CONTROL IS PASSED TO GN2. IF SO, PAGLIM IS SET TO THE NEW LIMIT. XRI IS ADJUSTED AND CONTROL PASSES TO GN.

PAGSIZ BCE PS1, CARD+14+X1,#
B GN2
PS1 C CARD+13+X1,'001'
BH GN2
C CARD+13+X1,'250'
BL GN2
MCW CARD+13+X1,PAGLIM
SBR XR1,14+X1
B ST4

PUNEXT DETERMINES WHETHER THIS STRING IS A VALID PUNCH EDITING INSTRUCTION. IF NOT, CONTROL PASSES TO GN2. IF SO, A PARAMETER WITHIN PUNCH IS SET SO PUNCH WILL KNOW WHAT TAB STOP TO PUNCH FROM. ALSO A SWITCH WITHIN PRINT IS SET SO THAT THE NEXT PRINT LINE CAN BE PUNCHED. XRI IS ADJUSTED AND CONTROL PASSES TO GN.

PUNEXT BCE PXI,X1, CARD+8+X1,#
M GN2
PXI MCW CARD+7+X1,COMP
B AT0Z
MCW XR3,'CH2
MCW SAVXR3,XR3
MCW +PUNCH,P6#3
SBR XR1,8+X1
B ST4

ENDDOC EXECUTES ENWD JUST IN CASE A WORD HAD BEEN FORMED. THEN PRINT IS EXECUTED. AN END SENTINEL IS WRITTEN ON TAPE 2 TO END THE LIST OF SPECIAL REMINDERS (IF ANY). TAPE 2 ISREWOUND. THE REMINDER LIST IS PRINTED, READING TAPE 2 UNTIL THE END SENTINEL IS ENCOUNTERED. TAPE 2 ISREWOUND. THE PROGRAM HALTS.

ENDDOC BCE ENWD,PREV+1
B PRINT
MT 2,SENTRY
B HEAD
CS 332
CS
CC T
MCW 'REMINDER LIST',240

PRINT SBR PXIT+3
  A SKNR+LNR
  C LNR+PAGLIM
  BH P1
  MCW 332,LINSAV+131
  B HEAD
  MCW LINSAV+132
  B P2
  P1 C '001',SKNR
  RL P2
  S '1',SKNR
  MZ '4',SKNR
  CC J
  B P1
  P2 MCW '000',SKNR
PUNCH DETERMINES WHETHER THERE ARE 80 CHARACTERS WITHIN THE PRINT AREA FROM THE CURRENT VALUE OF THE TAB STOP SET BY THE PUNCH EDITING INSTRUCTION LAST EXECUTED. IF NOT, CONTROL IS RETURNED TO THE INSTRUCTION AFTER THE CALLER. IF THERE IS ENOUGH ROOM, THE 80 CHARACTERS ARE MOVED TO THE PUNCH AREA AND THE CARD IS PUNCHED. THE SWITCH IN PRINT THAT SENT CONTROL TO PUNCH IS RESET SO THAT ANOTHER PUNCH EDITING INSTRUCTION IS REQUIRED FOR ANOTHER EXECUTION OF PUNCH.

PUNCH

```
MCW PCH2,XR3
MCW +P7,P6+3
MCW '079',PCH2
A TABA-3+X3,PCH2
C '131',PCH2
BH P7
A '200',PCH2
MCW PCH2,PCH1+3
```

PCH1

```
MCW '0',180
P P7
```

PCH2

```
DCW =3
```


HEAD

```
SBR HDXIT+3
```
START READS THE FIRST DATA CARD, BY DEFINITION, THE CONTROL CARD. THE PAGE HEADING IS MOVED FROM COLUMNS 1 THROUGH 50 INTO HEDING. THE CLASSIFICATION IS MOVED FROM COLUMNS 51 THROUGH 70 TO CLASSI. THE FIRST DOCUMENT DECK CARD IS READ AND A WORD MARK IS PLACED IN MEMORY POSITION 1. THEN GN4 IS EXECUTED. THIS ACCOMPLISHES MOVING THE FIRST CARD TO CARD AND THE READING OF THE SECOND CARD, ETC. (BECAUSE XR1 IS ORIGINALLY SET TO 72). TAPE 2 IS REBOUND AND CONTROL PASSES TO GN.

START

R
MCW 50,HEDING
MCW 70,CLASSI
R
SW 1
B GN4
B HEAD
CS 332
CS
RWD 2
B GN
LTORG*

WCRD
DA 1X132
DCW =1
END START
APPENDIX D

SQUEEZE -- CODED IN 1401 AUTOCODER

-----------------------------

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LABEL</th>
<th>OP</th>
<th>OPERAND</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JOB</td>
<td>R A</td>
<td>MAGNUSON SQUEEZE/SEQUENCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTL</td>
<td>335</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORG</td>
<td>87</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XR1</td>
<td>DCW</td>
<td>071*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC</td>
<td>*2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XR2</td>
<td>DCW</td>
<td>0000*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORG</td>
<td>101</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OUTPUT</td>
<td>DA</td>
<td>1X75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COUNT</td>
<td>DCW</td>
<td>*5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHAR</td>
<td>DA</td>
<td>1X1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GN GETS THE NEXT CHARACTER. IF THAT NEXT CHARACTER IS AN ASTERISK, CONTROL IS TRANSFERRED TO GN. IN CASE THIS IS THE START OF AN EDITING INSTRUCTION, IF THE NEXT CHARACTER DOES NOT BEGIN AN EDITING INSTRUCTION, ASTERISK OR NOT, IT IS MOVED TO CHAR, THEN GN4 IS EXECUTED IN ORDER TO MOVE THE NEXT-CHARACTER POINTER, XR1, OVER TO THE NEXT ONE YET. AFTER THAT PUNCH IS EXECUTED. THEN CONTROL LOOPS AROUND TO GN.

GN1       BNE GN1, CARD+X1,;*
GN2       MCW CARD+X1,CHAR
         B  GN4
         B  PUNCH
         B  GN

GN1 LOOKS TO SEE IF THE STRING TO THE RIGHT OF THE ASTERISK UNDER CONSIDERATION IS ANY OF THE EDITING INSTRUCTIONS. IF SO, CONTROL IS SENT TO THE APPROPRIATE EDITING INSTRUCTION SUBROUTINE. IF NOT, CONTROL GOES BACK WITHIN GN (TO GN2).

GN1       C  CARD+5+X1,'VOID='
         BE  VOID
         C  CARD+12+X1,'ENDSECTION='
         BE  ENDSSEC
EXECUTING GN4 TO MOVE TO THE NEXT CHARACTER AND LOOKING TO SEE IF THAT NEXT CHARACTER BEGINS THE STRING, '*OK**'. WHEN THE FIRST '*OK**' HAS BEEN FOUND, THE NEXT-CHARACTER POINTER IS ADJUSTED TO THE CHARACTER IMMEDIATELY TO THE RIGHT OF THE '*OK**'. CONTROL IS THEN SENT TO GN.

VOID STAYS IN A TIGHT LOOP, EXECUTING GN4 TO MOVE TO THE NEXT CHARACTER AND LOOKING TO SEE IF THAT NEXT CHARACTER BEGINS THE STRING, '*OK**'. WHEN THE FIRST '*OK**' HAS BEEN FOUND, THE NEXT-CHARACTER POINTER IS ADJUSTED TO THE CHARACTER IMMEDIATELY TO THE RIGHT OF THE '*OK**'. CONTROL IS THEN SENT TO GN.

```
MOVE  SBR  XR1,5*X1
GN3   B   GN4
      C   CARD+3*X1,'*OK**'
      B   GN3
      SBR  XR1,3*X1
      B   GN4
      B   GN

GN4 ADDS 1 TO XR1, THE NEXT-CHARACTER POINTER. IF XR1 IS THEN WITHIN THE 72 CHARACTERS CORRESPONDING TO THE 72 COLUMNS OF A DOCUMENT CARD, CONTROL IS RETURNED TO THE INSTRUCTION AFTER THE CALLER. IF XR1 POINTS TO A CHARACTER BEYOND THE 72, THE 72 CHARACTERS FROM THE LAST CARD READ ARE MOVED TO CARD THROUGH CARD+71. THEN A NEW CARD IS READ. THE FIRST 20 CHARACTERS OF THIS CARD ARE MOVED TO CARD+72 THROUGH CARD+91. THIS LAST AREA IS CALLED 'NEXT' AND IS USED SO THAT THE SCAN FOR AN EDITING INSTRUCTION STRING CAN BE CARRIED OUT BEYOND THE RIGHT END OF THE 72 CHARACTERS. XR1 HAS 72 SUBTRACTED FROM IT SO IT WILL POINT CORRECTLY TO THE NEXT CHARACTER IN CARD. CONTROL IS RETURNED TO THE NEXT INSTRUCTION AFTER THE CALLER.
```

```
GN4   SRR  GN5+3
      SBR  XR1,1*X1
      C   '072',XR1
      BL  GN5
      S   '072',XR1
      MZ  *-4,XR1
      MCW 72,CARD+71
      N
      MCW 20,NEXT+19
GN5   B   0
CARD  DA  1X92
NEXT  EQU  CARD+72
```

PUNCH MOVES CHAR TO THE NEXT POSITION IN OUTPUT, THE PUNCH AREA. 1 IS ADDED TO XR2, THE PUNCH-AREA POINTER. IF THE POINTER IS STILL WITHIN THE 72 CHARACTERS PUNCHED ON A CARD, CONTROL IS RETURNED TO THE
INSTRUCTION AFTER THE CALLER. IF THE POINTER HAS GONE BEYOND THE RIGHT-POST ALLOWABLE POSITION, IT IS RESET TO POINT TO THE LEFT-POST PUNCH POSITION. I IS ADDED TO COUNT (THE SEQUENCE NUMBER TO BE PUNCHED), THE CARD IS PUNCHED AND THE PUNCH AREA IS CLEARED. CONTROL RETURNS TO THE INSTRUCTION AFTER THE CALLER.

PUNCH SBR PXIT+3
       M CW CHAR,OUTPUT+X2
       S BR XR2,1+X2
       C '072',XR2
       BL PXIT
PI M CW '000',XR2
       A '1',COUNT
       P
       CS 172
PXIT B 0

ENDSEC EXECUTES VOIDOK, THEN ADJUSTS XR1, THE INPUT-CHARACTER POINTER. CONTROL Passes TO GN.

ENDSEC B VOIDOK
SBR XR1,12+X1
B GN4
B GN

VOIDOK PLACES THE STRING "VOID" IN THE CARD(S) BEING PUNCHED. (IT MAY EXTEND OVER THE END OF ONE CARD.) HE THEN LOOKS TO SEE IF "*OK*" WILL FIT ON THE CURRENT CARD IN COLUMNS 69-72. IF SO, IT IS SO PLACED. IF NOT, THE CURRENT CARD IS PUNCHED AND THE "*OK*" IS PLACED IN THE NEXT CARD IN COLUMNS 69-72. CONTROL IS RETURNED TO THE INSTRUCTION AFTER THE CALLER.

VOIDOK SBR VOIDOK
       M CW "*",CHAR
       B PUNCH
       M CW "V",CHAR
       B PUNCH
       M CW "O",CHAR
       B PUNCH
       M CW "I",CHAR
       B PUNCH
       M CW "D",CHAR
       B PUNCH
       M CW "E",CHAR
       B PUNCH
       C '068',XR2
       BH VOIDOK
ENDOC EXECUTES VOIDOK, CLEARS THE PRINT AREA, THEN PLACES THE "ENDDOC" STRING THREE TIMES IN THE PRINT AREA. THIS IS PUNCHED FOUR TIMES AND THE PROGRAM HALTS.

ENDDOC  B  VOIDOK
CS  180
MCW  "ENDDOC",109
MCW  "ENDDOC",144
MCW  "ENDDOC",172
P
P
P
P
HALT  H  HALT


START  R
SM  1
MCW  75,175
P
CS  172
R  GN4
B  GN
END  START
ENDDOC EXECUTES VOIDOK, CLEARS THE PRINT AREA, THEN PLACES THE "*END=DOC*" STRING TWICE IN THE PRINT AREA. THIS IS PUNCHED FOUR TIMES AND THE PROGRAM HALTS.

ENDDOC

B VOIDOK
CS 180
MCW '*END=DOC*',109
MCW '*END=DOC*',144
MCW '*END=DOC*',172
P P P

HALT H HALT


START

R SW 1
MCW 75,175
P CS 172
R B GN4
B GN
END START